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Reasons for Moving A Layout

• Moving house – relocation due to work, upsizing, downsizing

• Access required – furnace or hot water tank changeout

• House damage – fire, flood

• Reasons for Moving A Layout (Condominium/Apartment)

• Moving – statistically more likely than if in a house

• Access required – strata directed renovations, repairs

• Condo damage – fire, flood



Relocation vs. Restarting

• When having to move a layout, one’s thoughts inevitably turn 

to relocation vs. restarting.  Several factors can be considered:

Considerations for Relocation

• Can the layout be moved without too much damage?

• Will the layout fit into the new space?

• How much modification work will be required?

• Will the existing layout be seriously compromised?

• What is the investment in the existing layout?

Considerations for Restarting

• unlikely to move existing layout without much damage

• unable to fit existing layout into new space

• able to part with investment in existing layout

• opportunity to start over with lessons learned, new skills

• opportunity to model new prototype, era, location, scale

• enough time to start over based on age, available time

• Can a portion of the existing layout be moved and re-used?



Design Considerations for Moving

• If one is currently designing or building a layout, what design 

ideas might be employed to facilitate a potential move?

Sectional Benchwork

• Able to separate sections of the layout without cutting

• Able to move sections easily (two people, vehicle, elevator)

Sectional Trackwork

• Able to separate sections of layout without cutting track

• Able to reconnect tracks easily after move and reassembly

• Sectional Wiring

• Able to separate sections of layout without cutting wiring

• Able to reconnect wires easily after move and reassembly

Scenery and Structures

• Able to separate sections of layout with minimal damage

• Removeable sections of scenery and structures



• My layout move was precipitated by an opportunity to purchase a 

larger updated suite in a neighbouring building.  

• The new apartment offered an opportunity to move the existing 

layout.  While some changes would be required, there was the 

prospect for some modest expansion and improved operations.

• The layout had been designed and built with a potential move in 

mind.  I assessed that the layout could be disassembled, moved and 

reinstalled with a reasonable amount of cost, effort and time.

• Several friends were available and willing to help with the 

disassembly, move and reinstallation.

• Following purchase of the new apartment, the final operating session 

was scheduled for July 2, 2021 and the layout move was scheduled 

for the following day.



Above:  original design for upper deck

At left:  original design for lower deck



Op Session #24 was held on July 2.  All cars were routed south off the layout at the end of
the session.  The operators included Michael Batten, Nolan Stewart and Philippe Whyte. 



After removing the vehicles and structures from the layout, work began to disconnect the 
various benchwork sections.  The connecting hardware was removed, bagged and labelled, and 
the various wiring connections were unscrewed from the terminal blocks and pulled through.



The LED lighting connections were separated and pulled through, and the track connections 
were severed.  This involved sliding the half-length rail joiners over at each benchwork joint.



A final view of the layout prior to disassembly and removal.



The first sections to be removed were the top lighting canopies.



One by one the sections were 

removed from the apartment out to 

the hallway, down in the elevator, 

over to the new building, and then up 

in the elevator and into the new 

apartment.



I was fortunate to have the assistance of several wonderful NSMR friends including 

Michael Batten, David Hunter, Nolan Stewart and John Walter.   They were a great crew!



The last sections to be removed were those for Chetwynd Yard.



Finally, all that was left were the brackets and standards which had supported the layout.



The layout sections were placed on their backs in the new layout room, which had 

been painted blue just two days prior after taking possession of the new apartment.



Time to treat the crew to a well-deserved lunch!



A few days later, the shelving brackets and standards which had supported the layout were 
measured and recorded, labelled and removed.  This process took me only one hour.



The EZ-Anchors which had kept the 
screws secured in the walls were 

removed with a flat blade screwdriver.



Two days later the holes had been filled and the room painted the same colour as before, 
leaving no evidence that a model railway layout had ever been installed in the room.



I lived in this apartment for 25 years and it served me well, and the bedroom did sterling double 
duty housing the layout as well as my sleeping quarters.  It was time to move on and up!



• The new apartment has two bedrooms which offered an opportunity 

to separate my bedroom and layout room.  The layout would go into 

the larger of the two bedrooms, which also has a walk-in closet.

• The new layout room is approximately 14 inches narrower than the 

old room, but 24 inches longer.  A build-out for heating pipes on the 

south wall meant that the available width of the room would be 

reduced by another 6-7 inches.

• A new layout design was prepared, which included use of the walk-in 

closet for staging tracks and relocation of Septimus to the adjacent 

bedroom.

• Preparation of the new layout room began on October 1, 2021 and I 

began work on repairs and revisions to the layout sections prior to 

reinstallation.



The new layout room on possession day (above), and after painting the next day (below).



Design for lower deck (new room) Design for upper deck (new room)



After consultation with my operating crew, we decided to frame out the wall to match the
buildout, thus eliminating any alterations to the layout sections along this wall. The framing was
sheathed with plywood and painted prior to installation of the layout.



And here is the completed sub wall after installation. Note the cut-outs for electrical outlets and
to access the heating zone control valve. The wall was painted to match the room and positions
for the shelving uprights will be marked.



The south wall primed and painted, and ready for marking of locations for the shelving uprights.



A DeWalt laser level was used 

to install the shelving uprights in 

the new room.  The goal was to 

achieve a consistent height.

After securing the middle 

screws, the uprights were 

aligned vertically and the 

remaining screws were then 

driven home.



Here are six of the seven uprights secured to the wall. The seventh is just out of sight to the
right. The opportunity was taken to install brackets and mount Chetwynd Yard for a test fit.



Along the north wall, the benchwork will be brought out two inches from the wall to allow the
Fort St. John Subdivision to pass behind and through the wall into the adjacent room, where
Septimus will be located. To bring the layout out from the wall two inches, we installed 2” x 2”
posts behind each of the shelving uprights. Nos. 9 and 10 were sectioned for the track to pass.



This photograph shows the six uprights mounted on the north wall. The gap between the
shorter posts and uprights will allow the Fort St. John Subdivision to pass through.



These views show the trackage at the left (south) end of Chetwynd Yard prior to lifting. A
cardboard template represents the future extension to the left (south). The goal is to
distribute the new space between the Canfor mill, Imperial Oil spur and the shop tracks.



The new Canfor mill tracks will be able to accommodate four boxcars, eight chip cars and
eight bulkhead flatcars. There will be increased space for the chip pile and dry log sort.



I started on the wiring revisions

underneath Chetwynd Yard by tagging all

of the items requiring attention, and then

eliminating the tags as I went.

The work included tying in new feeders,

terminating old ones, moving servo

controllers, supplying power to the frog

juicers and servo controllers, and

rearranging the toggle runs from the

control panels to the servo controllers.



Left half of Chetwynd Yard with wiring repairs and revisions mostly complete.



The two sections for Dawson Creek with wiring and turnout control revisions complete.



The left end backdrop was removed from Chetwynd Yard in preparation for the

extension to be added at left. An oscillating saw was used to cut the Masonite.



In a similar fashion, the left end backdrop

wall was removed from Dawson Creek in

preparation for the extension to be added

at left.



The new taller backdrop for Chetwynd Yard was fabricated in two pieces, and was designed to fit 
over and in front of the existing backdrop.  Here it is glued and clamped in place along its base.



The new backdrop for Chetwynd Yard painted blue (Benjamin Moore 786 Summer Day)



With Chetwynd Yard already sitting in place, the two halves of the yard were bolted together.



Holding onto the wedge, an appropriate-sized shim was inserted in place.



Chetwynd Yard permanently installed, bolted together, levelled and secured.



Installing the brackets for the upper deck (Dawson Creek).



Installing the right half of Dawson Creek on its brackets.



The two sections for Dawson Creek installed permanently, bolted together, levelled and secured.



The two lighting canopies for Dawson Creek installed to complete the original south wall parts.



These photographs were taken during a test fit of the three pieces for the Fort St. John 
extension, with the Highway 97 overpass section temporarily in place on its brackets.  

The Fort St. John Subdivision will pass through the rear backdrop and along the wall 
behind the benchwork, and will then pass through the wall into the adjacent room.

Everything fits and works well, and I can now proceed with tracklaying and wiring.



Designs for the extensions of Chetwynd Yard, Dawson 
Creek, lighting canopy, and a photo showing cardboard 

templates in place for Chetwynd and Dawson Creek



3D printed bridge out of long-term storage and sitting in place on the Pine River section



Cardboard mock-up of cross-section for new benchwork at Septimus



The new benchwork for Septimus is 
built and awaiting painting and 
installation.

It is built in two sections totalling 
eleven feet in length.  The left end is 
tapered to fit behind the bedroom 
door.

The left side has a cut-out for a Lenz 
fascia plate and extensions for two 
throttle pockets.

The right side has a cut-out for the 
Fort St. John Subdivision to pass 
through as it comes through the 
wall.



Support System

• The use of shelving uprights and brackets minimized damage to 

the walls in the old layout room.  The holes were easily filled, 

sanded and painted.

• The same uprights and brackets were easily installed in the new 

layout room.  I would definitely recommend this system to 

others.



Sectional Benchwork

• This construction feature enabled easy disassembly, moving 

and reinstallation.  The layout was disassembled and removed 

in less than three hours.

• The sections measuring six or seven feet in length were 

manageable with two people.  The eight foot sections were a 

challenge to get in and out of the elevator.  I would 

recommend keeping layout sections to six or seven feet in 

length.



Sectional Trackwork

• This feature enabled quick separation of track at the layout 

section joints.  I used half-length rail joiners which could be 

slid back to one side, effecting a clean separation of track.

• This feature worked well for separation and for the eventual 

reconnection; however some of the track sections at the edges 

of layout sections were damaged during the move.  A better 

method might be to use a short removeable section of track 

spanning the joints, as is done with Ntrak modules.



Sectional Wiring

• This feature enabled quick separation of all track bus and 

auxiliary bus wiring across benchwork joints.  At each joint I 

installed terminal blocks on one side and lead wires on the 

other.  Separation required only the lead wires to be released 

from the terminal blocks.  The same was done with the wiring 

for the LED lighting beneath the upper deck and the canopies.

• This feature worked extremely well as very few wires had to be 

cut and repaired afterwards.  I would recommend this feature.



Scenery and Structures

• I had not yet reached the scenery stage on my layout, but if I 

had, I would have given consideration to certain features being 

removeable for transport.  I would also ensure that the scenery 

on adjoining layout sections could be separated easily.

• I did have a fairly complete set of structures on the layout, 

most of which are cardboard mock-ups.  These were 

removeable for transport and storage.  I would definitely 

consider ensuring that permanent structures are also easily 

removeable.



Other Thoughts

• A layout move is not a single person job.  Help will be 

required.  I was fortunate to have several friends who were 

able and willing to assist with disassembly, moving, and 

reinstallation.

• When removing a layout prior to moving house, time must be 

set aside for restoration of the room after layout removal.

• Layout reinstallation will take time.  There are times when 

certain tasks have to wait for assistance from friends.

Final Thoughts

• The design elements of my layout facilitated a fairly easy 

removal.  A layout can definitely be designed with a potential 

move in mind.

• The decision to move the layout has offered opportunities for 

modest expansion and enhanced operations.



Hopefully, one day soon, the layout will be all back together

and trains will be running once again!



Bringing The Peace To You

For further information and photographs please visit www.bcrdawsonsub.ca

I  also have a YouTube channel – search YouTube for the BCR Dawson Sub. 

QUESTIONS?

http://www.bcrdawsonsub.ca/

